The proposed work is performed in the framework of the FET-% 8:72-+< D&# "#%"E ?01+0 has undertaken research activities on the emerging concepts of metamaterials that can be software programmable and adapt their properties. In the realm of electromagnetism (EM), the field of metasurfaces (MSF) has reached significant breakthroughs in correlating the micro-or nano-structure of artificial planar materials to their end properties. MSFs exhibit physical properties not found in nature, such as negative or smaller-than-unity refraction index, allowing for EM cloaking of objects, reflection cancellation from a given surface and EM energy concentration in as-tight-as-possible spaces.
Introduction
Metasurfaces (MSs), the two dimensional versions of metamaterials, are ultrathin periodic structures with designed, subwavelength building blocks enabling exotic functionalities [1] [2] . The building blocks can consist of metallic, dielectric, semiconducting, and 2D material inclusions. Tunable metasurfaces can be realized by modifying the properties of the meta-atoms via an external stimulus, leading to adjustable and, in some cases, reconfigurable functions. The available tuning schemes can be clasMC@C?> ;M ZAFI<;F[ IL ZFI=;F[ depending on the ability to tune the unit cells collectively or independently. Global control of the unit cells can, for example, enable tunable perfect absorption, whereas local control can provide more advanced functionalities such as wavefront manipulation, steering or focusing [3, 4, [10] [11] ]. An efficient control mechanism naturally suited to a local tuning scheme is that of voltage-controlled lumped electronic elements incorporated inside the meta-atom to provide control over the MS properties [5, 6, [10] [11] . In the framework of the VISORSURF project this is accomplished by specifically-designed integrated circuits (chips), embedded in the metaatoms. The control of the circuits can be softwaredriven and the behavior of the metasurface can be local or a global manner. This paper also provides the first manufactured Hypersurfaces on panels employing industrial PCB processes. Hypersurfaces were made on a 3-layer and a 4-layer PCB consustruction which will be finally the HSF design for the project. The 3-layer substrate was made of a RT5880 Teflon laminate outstanding for its HF properties, but it was difficult to process with conventional chemical desmear processes and therefore the electroplating did not work. The usage of plasma desmear has solved the problem. The 3layer HSF substrate has shown high warpage due to usage of non-uniform laminates. Due to warpage and processability problems, it was decided to use Megtron 7N materials available as laminates and prepregs. A first version of the VISORSURF 4layer substrate is already manufactured. Very fine structuring of 45µm/55µm L/S was successfully demonstrated at the chip level. Through vias were also successfully drilled and copper coated. Drilling of blind vias was not consistent and the results were not reliable. As a solution to solve the problem, pico UV laser has been employed successfully for the blind vias which were also copper coated. 
